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Dirty Dozen – 12 Bad Habits for Umpires 

Below you will find a list of old habits and bad habits that are frequently observed when watching and 
evaluating umpires. As we all know; nothing gets corrected until it is identified. Read through the 
following list and see if it identifies any of your habits. If so, work hard and focus to eliminate these 
habits and “Clean Up Your Game”. 

1. Pointing at Outs – Where did this mechanic come from? For some umpires every time they
prepare to call an “Out” they point at something and then call/signal “Out”. What are they
pointing at? The runner? The base? When I watch this what comes to mind is that the umpire is
saying; “There is the base and you are out.” I would think that it is pretty obvious as to the
location of both the runner and the base; so there is no need to point. There is only one
mechanic where we point before the out call. A “Swipe Tag” on the first base line when we use
the mechanic; “On the Tag, He/She is Out”. We use the mechanic in this situation to distinguish
the difference between the tag for the out as opposed to the typical force out at first base.

2. Ball Watching/Back Pedaling – The 2 things that I like to refer to as the “Killer B’s”. If you have
either or both of these bad habits; sooner or later they will bite you. Ball watching will almost
always make you late to get into the proper position for your responsibilities or a play. You
should read the ball coming off of the bat, pause only long enough to gauge distance/direction
and then react. You don’t have time to watch and see if the ball is caught/fielded before
reacting. Backpedaling will eventually get you on your back. Just hope you don’t have to try and
make a call lying on the ground. Your movements on the field should be athletic moves. This
includes cross-steps and drop-steps; which will prevent the need for backpedaling while always
allowing you to remain balanced.

3. Trailing the Batter-Runner w/out Stopping – We all know that w/ no runners on base on a
ground ball to the infield; the plate umpire should trail the batter-runner down the first base
line. The plate umpire is watching for a possible running lane violation, a pulled foot by the first
baseman, a swipe tag on the batter-runner, or for an overthrow. Except for the overthrow,
these are all part of a play. In order to get the best look at a play the umpire needs to be
stopped, allowing the eyes to properly focus prior to the play. So remember to stop and see
things clearly. On the close ones; it will make a difference.

4. Making Fair/Foul Decisions While Not on Line – We all have been taught that every time we
make a Fair/Foul decision we must be on the line. Being able to look down the line and seeing
where a ball touches or is touched in relation to the foul line is the only way to get the close
ones right. So why do we see umpires 2-3 feet off the line or even running away from the line
and signaling fair/foul? Bad habits!! On a batted ball that will require a fair/foul decision your
first move should be to straddle the line, come set, watch the ball, and make the call. “IF” you
feel that a ball is coming directly at you; your first thoughts must be to hold your ground and
make the call. In those cases where you must abandon the line, always move into fair territory,
give the call to your partner, and pick up your next responsibility. Once you abandon the line;
don’t come back to make a call. Doing so often results in the dreaded “Double Call”.
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5. Calling Obvious Fouls – All Fair/Foul decisions where the ball is between the coach’s box and
the inside edge of the cut out should be named. If the ball is down the outfield lines and
touches or is first touched w/in approximately 20 feet of the line it should be named. But, the
ones that are really obvious to everyone do not need to be named. Some examples include the
ones up over the fence and bouncing off the bleachers or the ones banging hard off the top of
the backstop. NO, DUH!! So, if it is close to the lines and falls within the areas noted above,
name it. Otherwise, just let it go.

6. Taking Calls in Foul Territory – It seems more and more umpires for some reason want to take
calls in foul territory. If you are working a two-man crew being positioned in foul territory
means that you will most likely be late for the next call that you have to make if there is
continuing action. Aside from that it almost always means you will be looking through the
fielder trying to see the play/tag at a base. For example let’s think about a play/call at third
base. The throw is coming from the outfield, the runner is advancing from second base and a
tag play is imminent. The umpire moves into foul territory behind the third baseman. Oh, let’s
not forget that the base coach is also in foul territory. This position results in a bad look at the
play. A much better look at the play is obtained by moving into fair territory getting a good
angle to see the front edge of the base where the sliding runner’s foot will come to the base
along with the tag. So, stay fair, get a good look, and make a good call.

7. Safe Signal w/ No Play – Ever watched a game where the umpire is in position for a play at a
base, but there is never a play (ball & runner coming together) and when the runner reaches
the base the umpires signals “Safe”. Really? Glad you got that one right! If there is no play;
there is no reason to make a call. This also applies to signaling safe or pointing every time a
runner crosses the plate, even when the ball is still in the outfield. Make calls when necessary,
but, make calls when you have a play. A play means that you have a fielder in position and the
ball and runner are coming together.

8. Getting Hands-On-Knees Set w/ No Play (Ball/Runner) – Much to frequently, I see an umpire
move into position for what they anticipate to be a play and immediately come hands-on-knees
set. Moments later they discover that there will be no play because the ball was not thrown or
at least not to that base. In order for umpires to make good calls especially on close plays, it is
vital that the umpire be set before the play happens. But, we must always know the location of
the ball. If the ball is in the outfield and you are in the working area; relax, wait to see the
throw, let the ball take you to the play, and then come set before the play happens.

9. Locking In On Base and Not Seeing the Throw – This happens most often when the umpire is
working from the “A” position. The umpire reads that it is a ground ball on the infield, moves
into position, and then turns and locks in on the base w/out ever seeing if the ball is fielded or
w/out seeing the throw. I will tell you this one scares me, because, on several occasions I have
seen an umpire locked in on first base and get hit by a bad throw that they never saw the
fielder release. For plays on the infield; move into position, see the throw, read good
throw/bad throw, adjust position if necessary, and then come set before the play happens. At
least at this point you know that the ball is not coming at you.
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10. Safe Call On Overthrow – Many times we see plays at a base where the ball is overthrown or is
not caught by the fielder and the ball ends up rolling 15-20 feet away from the base. These
instances do not require a call. When it is that obvious don’t make the “Safe” call, but do move
into position for your next possible play. On the other hand if the ball is not caught or is
dropped and remains in the immediate vicinity of the base, then we use the mechanic of “Safe,
Ball is on the Ground”.

11. Not set for play – Being “Set” for the play means coming to a complete stop and allowing the
eyes to focus before the play happens. When you are moving on the play; this means that your
eyes are also moving. You will get by with this on the majority of the plays, but, when you have
that really close one; the picture that you get will not be clear and you will guess at the result.
This most often results from being too slow w/ the Pause, Read, React technique that is crucial
to getting in the proper position before the play. For most plays on the infield you should be
hands-on-knees set and for plays/catches in the outfield you will be standing set. Either way,
get in the habit of getting stopped before every play. Always remember angle over distance.
Work to get a better angle than to gain more distance toward the play.

12. Starts Too Deep – When working the bases, too often we see umpires where their starting
position is too deep. This just means that when something happens you have that much more
ground to cover, before you can get to the proper position. This is particularly true when in the
“A” position on either the 60’ diamond or the 70’/90’ diamonds. From “A” position the typical
starting position should be 10’-12’ behind the first baseman when he/she is in a normal playing
position. If the first baseman moves up/back we adjust our position. When moving up never
move closer than 10’-12’ from the base. When moving back, reduce the 10’-12’ distance but
always keep the fielder in front of you. It is also common to see umpires start too deep when in
the “B” or “C” position on the 60’ diamond. Remember, the deeper you start, the further you
have to run, and the longer it will take. All of this increases the likely hood that you will be late
getting into position.

13. Pointing Runs Across the Plate – Every time a runner crosses the plate; we see some umpires
point at the plate. What are you pointing at? Are you showing the runner where the plate is?
Are you counting runs so that you can keep score? Or, are you indicating that the runner
actually touched the plate? AHH HA! So, what if a runner does not touch the plate? Doing
nothing at this point would be a clear indication to the defense that the runner did NOT touch
the plate. Pointing this run across, even though the runner missed the plate, might indicate to
the defense that there is no reason to appeal because you thought he/she did touch the plate.
Whatever your reason for doing this - STOP!!! This is a bad habit and should definitely be
removed from your umpiring repertoire of things to do.




